Abstract. Domain terminology with high quality are the fundamental component in ontology construction and domain terminology automatic extraction is the basis of domain ontology construction. Proposed an approach of achieving domain concepts hierarchies from the Web data. Used the clue words to product queries containing hierarchical relation to get corpus rich in concepts hierarchical relation through the search engine from Web. Then we got target concepts explanation from the online encyclopedia of knowledge corpus such as Wikipedia. By combining the previous two corpus with the domain news documents and HowNet, we constructed the concepts graph model. After applying pruning algorithm on the graph, we proposed a modified hierarchical concepts tree building method. Experimental data on auto car proved the efficiency of the proposed method.
Introduction
Domain ontology is a shared conceptual model specific areas clear, standardized description of to the relationship between the term set and terms reflect the field of knowledge systems can be used to achieve semantic information between human-computer interaction and machines [1] .Currently, the domain ontology information has been widely used in many application areas, such as information retrieval, information extraction, and question and answer system. However, how fast and efficient access to areas of the body remains a pressing problem. Buitelaar [2] propose a hierarchical ontology construction model, the main building is divided into terminology recognition , synonyms digestion, concept acquisition, get the concept of hierarchical relationships, relationships and axioms six levels. Concept hierarchy relationships can be broadly divided into three categories: classes and instances of "IS-A" relationship, the whole -part relationship, ATTRIBUTE-OF and other implications associated with hierarchical relationships. This article does not detail the relationship between the classification to distinguish, only to find the whole concept of a hierarchical relationship between the angle of the right, and the establishment of tree concept.
Conceptual level, there are two aspects of the acquisition: the first is the concept of hierarchy rich corpus of the acquisition, which directly affects the quality of the conceptual level of acquisition; the second is to get the concept of hierarchy from the corpus.
Rich resources of the Internet is increasingly used to obtain the concept of hierarchical relationships. Wu Jiedeng [3] describes the six kinds of different forms an integral part of the relationship between knowledge, thus obtaining such knowledge of grammar patterns, establish grammar pattern library, then get sentences based grammar model and derive the concept of relationship. Xin et al [4] proposed a method for constructing a query based on the intention to obtain from the Web corpus contains part of the overall relationship. In the context of the query by adding the word describes an integral part of the relationship, to obtain an integral part of the relationship between the corpuses from the Web. Xuli Heng et al [5] to obtain network knowledge base entry as a relationship corpus.
This paper analyzes the characteristics of the existing conceptual level and inadequate methods of acquisition, the concept of a level of resources and utilization of web graph model acquisition methods. With the clue word corpus get rich hierarchy from the web, to establish the concept of text vector model, using the cosine distance between the concept and the concept of vector-based text HowNet building concept semantic similarity graph model, and finally through the map model pruning operation to get the concept of hierarchical tree structure [6] .
Corpus Acquisition and Modeling
The quality of the relationship between corpuses directly determines the relationship between the concepts of obtaining results from the two aspects of the quality of the relationship between the evaluation corpuses [7] : the relationship between the degree of enrichment of the concept and the concept of the relationship between the degrees of difficulty to obtain from the corpus. Based on the traditional hierarchy corpus acquisition method is restricted due to the content of the concept of the relationship between the statement corpus is not high.
Corpus acquisition method based on hierarchical relationships clue word
Before describing the clue word acquisition method, the first formal definition is given some symbols:
We define that i C stands for conceptual i.
shows the concept of a collection. The i r expressed some hierarchical relations. We define that the ={ | 1
is the set which consists of a hierarchical relationship in which n is the number of hierarchical relationships. We ,it also use Sohu news corpus that contains the target concept, it represents as 3 
In the vector space model [8] , documentation set of document show as feature and document matrix. Similarly, this paper construct conceptual vector space model A using the concept of frequency and document matrix.
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The establishment of the concept map
Using the cosine distance calculate similarity of the concept [9] . Concept i c and j c of document feature vector can represent as, 
Level domain concepts acquisition
The current study used many methods to obtain hierarchical clustering concepts, such methods need to manually specify the number of hierarchical clustering [10] , and cannot get a clear idea of a hierarchical tree structure presents a conceptual level of the property acquisition method, the method cannot get the concept of centralized any clear concept hierarchy affiliation. The use of pruning algorithm uses the figure of Internet topology node classification. Starting from the outer node graph, according to the degree of the size of the map, from small to large, to the same degree nodes pruning operation step by step, and finally get the hierarchy diagram nodes.2, respectively, and the original structure of the node hierarchy obtained after reverse pruning FIG 1  and FIG 2. 3.2 Reverse pruning algorithm Section 2 for the construction of conceptual graph model 
Acquisition method based on the concept of hierarchical graph
( , ) G C E  . Collection ={ | 1 } i C c i m   A conceptual diagram
Results and Analysis
Choose this method under different parameter combinations of circumstances, to obtain an accurate level of affiliation rate than baseline; entry Use clues to explain the concept of the relationship between language materials and get the word encyclopedia knowledge acquired in building Graph Model proportion, the higher accuracy is obtained, and the influence of the former than the latter slightly larger weights; Table 1 experimental data prove that:
(1)Choose this method under different parameter combinations of circumstances, to obtain an accurate level of affiliation rate than baseline; (2) Use clues to explain the concept of the relationship between language materials and get the word encyclopedia knowledge acquired in building Graph Model proportion.
(3)General news document set and based on the "CNKI" concept similarity computing the overall relationship recognition the relative contribution of the first two corpus low, intermediate analysis of the experimental data was found, based only on the coverage of the association concept conceptual graph model and news documents established between the concepts is not high, and the similarity between the concept and the actual situation exists than the much deviation, which is the relationship between the content of the document with the news is not high and there is a certain relationship between the concept of the concept of vector space based on similarity calculation. And because "CNKI" is a common ontology field of linguistics, so the use of "CNKI" conceptual areas there is a certain similarity calculation error;
Conclusion
This paper presents a use clue words get rich hierarchy corpus from the Web method. And extract concepts from Baidu Encyclopedia and Chinese Wikipedia entry explains. Integrated use of these two news corpus and related fields to establish the concept of a document corpus vector space model, and based on the introduction of the concept of "HowNet" similarity calculation method, constructed concept maps. Then use pruning algorithm, hierarchical tree generation algorithm concept hierarchy tree.
